Illinois State University Athletic Training
Student Observation Clinical Evaluation
ONLY TO BE USED FOR OBSERVATION STUDENTS

Observer Name

ACI Name

Date of Review

Key to Evaluation:
A Outstanding - performs duties better than most observers
B Above Average - performs duties as well as most observers
C Average - performs duties at minimal standards as an observer; needs supervision
D Below Average - performs duties at an unsatisfactory level as an observer; needs close supervision
F Deficient - needs remedial aid prior to advancing
N Not Applicable - these duties were not observed during the current period or observer has not acquired these skills in the didactic setting

Skills and Attributes:
- maintains clean, neat work area
- positive athletic training room attitude
- takes initiative
- adheres to bodily fluids procedures
- exhibits self-confidence
- grooming, dress, appearance
- dependability
- verbal communication skills
- follows athletic training room procedures

Other Specific Comments:

Overall Evaluation of this Observer:
- A outstanding
- C average work sometimes
- A- outstanding at times
- C- usually less than average work
- B+ very good work consistently
- D+ poor work sometimes
- B good work consistently
- D poor work consistently
- B- good work sometimes
- D- very poor work
- C+ average work consistently
- F very deficient overall

ACI Signature _________________________________________